A NOTE ON THE TEXTS

For the titles of Adrienne Rich's poetry and prose volumes and Margaret Atwood's poetry and prose volumes the following abbreviations have been used, where necessary.

Adrienne Rich's Poetry and Prose.

Poetry
A Change of World CW
The Diamond Cutters and Other Poems DC
Diving Into the Wreck DW
The Dream of a Common Language DCL
A Wild Patience Has Taken Me This Far WP
The Fact of a Doorframe Poems FD
Poems Selected and New 1960-1984
Your Native Land, Your Life NL
Time's Power: Poems 1985-1988 TP
An Atlas of the Difficult World ADW
Collected Early Poems: 1950-1970 CEP
Dark Fields of the Republic: Poems DFR

Prose
On Lies, Secrets and Silence: Selected LSS
Prose 1966-1978
Of Woman Born - Motherhood as OWB
Experience and Institution BBP
Blood, Bread and Poetry - Selected Prose
What Is Found There. Notebooks on
Poetry and Politics NoteBook